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Research Problem



Scientific Importance
Scientific collaboration networks are a 
crucial channel for the diffusion of 
knowledge and innovation across 
disciplines and universities

Our project’s aim is to use community 
detection algorithms to identify emerging 
research fields and network ethnography to 
describe and better understand these 
processes



Literature Review
•Collaboration between scientists is growing and central to innovation
•Newman 2004; Sonnenwald 2007Scientific Collaboration

•More science is being done in large interdisciplinary teams
•Wuchty et al. 2007; Stokols et al. 2008; Borner et al. 2010 Team Science

•It is helpful to compare and contrast communities within a larger network 
•Newman and Girvan 2004; Girvan 2004; Blondel et al. 2008Community Detection

•The study of networks has become more interdisciplinary which provides more 
perspectives and tools for analyzing networks

•Watts 2004
“New” Science of Networks

•Using network data to promote behavior change
•Valente 2012; Valente et al. 2015; Vacca et al. 2015Network Interventions



Research Questions
• What scientific fields are emerging at UF?
• What is their network composition?
• What is the level of collaboration and 

communication between researchers 
within this emerging field?

• How does disciplinary and college
affiliation shape these collaborations and 
their communication dynamics?

• What collaboration details are missing
from these networks?
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Operational Definitions
Scientific Collaboration 

Co-authorship on publications or co-
investigator status on research 
grants

Interdisciplinary Collaboration

Collaborations between individuals 
from different departments



Grant Data
Transactions with the Division 
of Sponsored Programs (2011-
2015)

Challenges:

Data not designed for SNA

Each line represents a credit 
or debit

Two IDs on the same line 
don’t necessarily collaborate

Picture of section of grant 
database



Publication Data
Co-authorship from Web 
of Science (2011-2015)

Challenges:

Not designed for SNA

Need to disambiguate 
and associate name 
with ID (VIVO helps)

Accuracy on an 
individual level



Union of Publication and Grant Data 2013



Sum



Co-Membership  Set criteria at 5 years



Methods for Community Detection
Cohesive Subgroups/Communities/Clusters

Options:

Clique

Cluster Analysis

Blockmodeling

Girvan-Newman

Louvain



Comparison of Traditional Disciplines and Emergent 
Research Communities 2015
Universities have similar
departments and colleges 

Departments allows 
universities to talk to each 
other

Identifying emergent 
fields highlights the 
unique research focuses 
of the university



Composition of Emergent Research Communities

College Distribution Gender

Descriptive statistics of 147 communities – Mean: 4.68 – Max: 51 – Min: 2

Demographics of 688 researchers



Text Analysis
Read and coded 688
faculty research profiles 
to identify group topics 
and themes



Comparing Communities



Interview Themes
•Stable versus emergent communities; are we measuring what we think we are?Measurement

•Networks looked simpler and more homogeneous than they actually are; need 
to refine and retestCriteria Limitations

•Some critical connections and people are missing from visualizationsMissing Data 

•Did not highlight what respondent’s self-identified as their most emergent 
research collaboration/topic; minimized their interdisciplinary workPerceptions

•Curiosity and passion for research projectMotivations

•Mentors play a major role in introducing students to new collaborators; 
mentees provide new insights for mentorMentorship

•More difficult but also more rewarding; different expectations, administrative 
barriers, norms, and languageInterdisciplinary



Data from UF CTSI Research Collaboration and Barriers 
Survey 2015



Network Interventions Applications for distributing CTSI Seed Grants

1. No change

2. We could pick a set of pairs (dyads) that would span communities that appear to be forming but are 
currently not well connected.  Perhaps we would select 5-10 pairs which they could choose from

3. We could create a “smart induction” solicitation around two or three communities that are currently not 
well connected but the network suggests are an emergent community

4. We could create a “smart induction” solicitation around a community that is somewhat connected and 
currently does not fit an existing administrative boundary, and that could benefit from additional ties to 
be more cohesive

5. We could create a “smart induction” solicitation around emerging communities.  In the solicitation, we 
indicate that we may combine applicants into what we see as more effective teams from the network 
perspective. (Note that this is the only option that we can test the impact of the intervention)



Conclusions

We believe a mixed method 
approach can help to 
improve our understanding 
of scientific collaboration 
networks and create better 
network interventions
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Thank you for listening.
Do you have any questions or 
suggestions for us?
For more information send me an email: therese@ufl.edu

Or you can visit my website: www.theresekennellyokraku.com

You can also follow me on twitter: @thereseokraku
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